
Stay up to date. Updates are simple and quick for you. 
In the cloud and not in the practice. Our fl at-rate 
 service charges are kept simple and leave room for 
you to deve lop the practice and to make changes in 
your devices. 

Simply select in Sego4Basic or Sego4Star the following 
option independently of the desired functional scope: 

Gutenbergstr. 3 | D-85716 Unterschleißheim | Phone: +49 89 3270 889-0

�   mySego.pass to link up to 4 devices or 
the extended level

� mySego.pass extended for up to 8 devices
�  mySego.pass ASSIGN plus for batch and sterilegoods 

assignment.

Maintain the overview of all reprocessing procedures 
and all medical devices in your practice. Prepare 
checklists and display them at the relevant time for 
completion. Manage your instruments and fi lters 
with an intuitively operated user interface and let 
us manage tasks and routine tests. And intelligent 
monitoring in the background eliminates the possibility 
of operator errors.

Simple operation, customisable 
application, secure results.

EXPECT MORE

Instrument reprocessing 
optimally documented

Stay selective
Update, Support & Service

Platform-independent

Function

Fully automatic 
process documentation � �

Platform-independent � �

Multiple workstations � �

Print labels � �

VDDS-media interface � �

User administration 
with task allocation �

Medical device manage-
ment �

Device log �

Task management 
& administration �

Complete 
instrument management �

Instructions �

Routine tests �

Checklists �

Intelligent SegoAgent � �

Sego ASSIGN plus* 
batch assignment only �* �*
Sego ASSIGN plus* for 
batch and sterilegoods 
assignment

�*

Instrument reprocessing optimally documented

MORE solutions.
MORE quality.
MORE hygiene.

www.segoso�t.info
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All brands, logos and trademarks used are the property of the 
applicable owner or manufacturer.

Sold exclusively by certifi ed dealers.



Sego4Star takes charge of the monitoring of all routine 
tests and required batch controls. Create additional 
checklists for all of your devices. MySego displays all 
tasks that must be completed to the responsible per-
son at the right time.

� batch-based testing, e.g. Helix
� cycle-based check, e.g. fi lter every 20 cycles
� scheduled check, e.g. seal check, weekly
� time-critical inspection, e.g. service due

With the wide range of options o� ered by the mySego 
technology platform Sego4Star is the most compre-
hensive and intuitive tool for management of all the 
medical devices in the practice. All medical devices 
and instruments can be completely documented and 
traced. Inventory lists can be generated with one click. 
The close linkage of task and instrument management 
enables the display of service intervals and schedules 
for validation or STK as defi ned by the user and for 

processing. All relevant 
documents can also be found 
in the comprehensive archive 
and the special medical 
device list.

Sego® reminds you

Medical Device Management & 
Task Administration

Important things at the 
right time

Routine testing & batch control

You can also manage your instruments and sets with 
the mySego technology platform, which is closely 
linked to the task and device management. You can 
keep a close watch on specialised instruments or 
instruments and sets that can only be reprocessed 
to a limited extent and identify ageing inventory. 
Every Sego4Star user has access to the wide range of 
functions.

Sego o� ers reliable documentation of the disinfec-
tion and sterilization process which can be traced 
precisely at any time. Recording in combination with 
electronically signed documents is indispensable for 
quality assurance and protects you against liability 
risks. Long-term preservation is ensured by the PD-
F/A-1 format, which is defi ned by the ISO 19005-1:2005 
standard. The format is electronically signed and as 
such is tamper-proof and thus legally valid. 

Rely on maximum data security. Your data will be in 
German computer centres that are certifi ed by inter-
national standards such as ISO 9001:2008 for quality 
management systems and ISO/IEC 27001:2013 for 
systems used for information security management.

Compliant with the guideline pursuant to § 75b SGB V
on the requirements for ensuring IT security.

Maintain your overview

Instrument management & 
Filter list management

Relax
Security

The SegoAgent monitors all activities in the back-
ground and only becomes active if discrepancies are 

detected. It displays 
dialogues and warning 
messages based on 
the situation or o� ers 
help with, for example, 
release decisions.

on the requirements for ensuring IT security.

The SegoAgent monitors all activities in the back-
ground and only becomes active if discrepancies are 

Sego®Agent
Support


